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Station traces Ernesto Montes I Bradley, peronista refuge in Mexico, reflect subject in contact 1956-1960 Lev Zhukov, first secretary, Soviets, em. in Mexi. Their association appeared to be of social nature, meeting small cafes. LifeAt/Limerick ocers nacion files reveal subj arrived Mexi March 1951 with diplomatic courtesies after serving as honorary consul (Mexican) Rosario, Argentina. Subj and wife Virginia Picot active social circle with Soviets and satellite diplomats. Described as Writer.

However May 59 Yevgeny Popov, believed RIS, conversed frequently with subj regarding sick patient and neighbors of subj. Popov also inquires of health of wife, Valentina. LifeAt/Limerick subj appears "out of picture" since Zhukov's departure July 60.

Litam-2-52 reported subj requested and was refused 26 July (1962) invitation to Cuban embassy Mexi by arb. Lechuga, is "badly burned" and considered an "oreja" at Cuban embassy.

LifeAt and newspaper identification varies. Juan Montes de Bradley, A. Montessi Bradley, Dr. Guillermo Montes y Bradley, Ernesto Montes y Bradley, and Rodolfo Ernesto Montes y Bradley.
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STATION TRACES ERNESTO MONTES Y BRADLEY, PERONISTA REFUGEE IN MEXICO, REFLECT SUBJECT IN CONTACT 1966-1962 LEV ZHUKOV, FIRST OFFICER SOVIET EMB IN MEXI. THEIR ASSOCIATION APPEARED TO BE IN SOCIAL NATURE, MEETING SMALL CAUSES. C.I.F.E./C. LEMERICK) COBERNACION FILES REVEAL SUBJ ARRIVED MEXI MARCH 195; WITH DIPLOMATIC COURTESIES AFTER SERVING AS HONORARY CONSUL (MEXICAN) ROSARIO, ARGENTINA. SUBJ AND WIFE VIRGINIA PICTO ACTIVE SOCIAL CIRCLE WITH SOVIETS AND SATELLITE DIPLOMATS. DESCRIBED AS WRITER.

HOWEVER MAY 59 YEVGENIY POPOV, BELIEVED RIS, CONVERSED FREQUENTLY WITH SUBJ REGARDING SICK PATIENT AND NEIGHBOR OF SUBJ. POPOV ALSO INQUIRES OF HEALTH OF WIFE, VALENTINA. C.I.F.E./C. LEMERICK.

SUBJ APPEARS "OUT OF PICTURE" SINCE ZHUKOV'S DEPARTURE JULY 68. LITANIO 326 REPORTED SUBJ REQUESTED AMB. WAS REFUSED 26 JULY (1962) INVITATION TO CUBAN EMBASSY MEXI BY AMB. LECHUGA. IS "BADLY BURNED" AND CONSIDERED AN "EREJA" AT CUBAN EMBASSY.

LITERATE AND NEWSPAPER IDENTIFICATION VARY. JUAN MONTES DE BRADLEY, A. MONTIESSI BRADLEY, DR. GUILLERMO MONTES Y BRADLEY, ERNESTO MONTES Y BRADLEY, AND RODOLFO ERNESTO MONTES Y BRADLEY.
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